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1 - info 4 u!

ok, you should all know i''m adding characters! i know what you''re thinking "OMG!! REALLY!!!" the
answer is yes, i am!! the only rules i have are1: only 2 characters per person2: must have a bio those
are my only rules! and i won''t put them in later u have to ask me now!! unless you weren''t here when i
asked this like if i have 5 chapters up already then yes i''ll try to put them in but i''ll only ask 4 1
character. got it!! good!



2 - wow....Ben is so right

Scary Door By Phantom42 narrator Ben

Hey Everybody! And Welcome to the USS. Scary Door I am your narrator Ben

That�s Right ME!! A NARRATER!! &.that�s great for me&.anyway this chapter

Is really boring and has nothing interesting in it&..at all.



Turbo- COME ON!! GET OUT ALREADY!!! (kinda dancing around)

Leigh- seriously, you�ve been in the bathroom for over 30 minutes! What the hell are you doing!!?!

Zea- Brushing my hair.



Turbo- Can�t You Brush It Somewhere else!?! (dancing)

Zea- this is the only room with a mirror.

Turbo- WOULD U JUST GET OUT ALREADY!! (dancing)

Zea- don�t rush perfection!!



Turbo- BE PERFECT SOMEWHERE ELSE!!! SOME PEOPLE REALLY RREEEAAAALLLLLLYYY
NEED TO BE IN THAT ROOM RIGHT NOW!! (dancing)

Leigh- OMG!! IS THAT A STAIN!?!?

Zea- *runs out *  WHERE?!?!

Turbo- ( runs into the bathroom)



Zea- HEY!!! There�s no stain!! (throws brush at Leigh)

Leigh- (ducks)

Brush hits the tv and breaks it

Leigh- OHNOES!!! &um&turbo..



Turbo- I�m a busy!! (from the bathroom)

Later



Leigh- it�s broken

Turbo- I can see that.

Zea- can�t we just watch TV across the street with the odd people?



Turbo- or we could get a new TV!&.but that might take a few days to deliver.

Zea- it sounds ok& but where do they sell tvs at?

Leigh- aren�t the odd people across the street the chaotix?

Turbo- so that must be there HQ.



Zea- it�s a dump.

Leigh- that we�re going to take a TV from!!



I told you guys nothing happened!! Did you believe me?! NO!! you just keeped right on

A readin�!!



3 - U the readers...get to vote

Scary Door by Phantom42 Narrator Ben

Ok&you guys remember what happened last time. They broke there TV& that�s it!

Outside (odd days at) Chaotix HQ



Turbo- ok, remember we�re trying to steal something. So some people (looks at zea) need to shut up!!
Ready Leigh?

Leigh- I�m SO TOTALLY READY!! OHNOES I THINK I HEAR ONE OF THE CHAOTIX MEMBERS
COMING!! I HOPE THE DON�T CATCH US!! THAT WOULD BE BBBBBAAAAAADDDDDDDD!!!!!
(screaming)

Turbo- Leigh!! What the hell are you doing!?!



Leigh- I didn�t do it!! It was reverse psychology!! I swear!!

Charmy- Is someone out there? Just let me get my shoes on!

Zea- what are we going to do!! I CAN�T GO TO JAIL!!! I�m TO PRETTY FOR THAT!!! (OMG!! BUSTED
kind of voice)

Turbo- We�re not going to jail! We haven�t stolen anything&..yet.



Charmy- are you guys here to fix the TV?

Leigh- no, we�re her to stea-

Turbo- (covers her mouth) why&yes&yes we are!

Charmy-ok.. (goes back inside)



Zea-&..so what are we just going in&.

Turbo- &..yeah

Leigh- I say we should run&.

Zea- can we just go already.



After Dragging Leigh inside later

Zea- This place is so&.so&. un-clean!! (dun dun DDDUUUNNNN)

Turbo- where�s the TV?



Leigh- (walks around till she comes to a door that says �forbidden to enter�) (reads door) I guess I
shouldn�t enter then&&&&.oooooooOOOOOOOOooooooooo I�m giving into the
secretnessness&&.ness!!! ^^ &&wait&.I better think this through&& (thinking: forbidden doors usually
hold&&.. FORBIDDEN TREASURE!!! Heh heh I think I�ll take a little look-see&.) (opens the door walks
in and screams)

Zea- (runs in) Leigh!! What�s wrong? I heard a girly scream but turbo was in the room!!

Turbo- I DO NOT scream like a girl!!!



Leigh- Can you believe this room has an ELEVATOR!?!?! AN ELEVATOR!!!

Zea- and a bookshelf

Leigh- WHO CARES!?! THE ELEVATOR IS THE REAL DEAL!!!!

Zea- I wonder if it works&&



Turbo- let�s find out!!

Leigh- which button should we press?

Turbo- Let�s let our readers decide!!

Zea- that�s right now you our readers can decide!!



Choice number 1: 3

Choice number 2: 3

Choice number 3: 3

Turbo- ok, votings over!! (pushes botton 3)



Yeah&.this was a pretty good chapter& I mean there was no forbidden treasure&but you know we got to
vote&I voted for 3 who did you guys vote for?&.and look-see.. no one uses that&.do they&no&maybe we
should all say look-see&..wait no that just sounds stupid&let�s never use that word again! Ok& where will
#3 take them? FIND OUT SOON!!!



4 - u heard ben NOW DAMN IT!!

Scary Door by phantom42 narrator Ben

Do you guys remember what happened last time?&.no&ok&well they went to the HQ of the one people
and went through a door and there was a ski lift (elevator �phantom42)

No, I�m pretty sure it was a ski lift. (no, it was a- -phantom42) IT�S A SKI LIFT!!! STOP LIEING TO THE
READERS!!! Anyway then they pressed 3 and then you commented according to Ashley&or as you guys
call her Phantom42.



After About 2 minutes of Leigh singing the only part she knows of the song elevation by U2 she knows
and turbo yelling at her to stop and zea complaining about both of them later

Leigh- WE�RE AT THE BEACH!! YAY!! (makes a sand castle)



Zea- how did we get here?

Turbo- who cares!! (destroys sand castle which by destroy I mean kicked it)

Leigh- =(

Zea- hey, who�s that over there?



Turbo- over where? There? (points to there)

Zea- no, there! (points to there)

Leigh- let�s go over and kick sand in there face!!



Zea- OMG!! IS THAT MY RICKY!?!? (runs to rick)

Leigh- Come on! Let�s Go!! (runs after zea)

Turbo- (runs after Leigh that running after zea who�s running to rick)

Zea- MY RICKY!! I FOUND YOU!! (hugs rick) I love you!!



Rick- DAMN IT!! I�m ON VACATION!! LEAVE ME ALONE!! (pushes her off)

Zea- I love you ^^

Leigh-hi link!!

Link- hey Leigh.



Leigh- we�re friends right?

Link- umm&..yeah,yeah I�d say we�re pretty good friends.

Leigh- then I guess I don�t have to kick sand in your face then.

Turbo- what are you guess doing here?



Rick- I�m here to get away from her (points to zea)

Zea- (thinking: he pointed at me!! He must really love me!!)

Link- and I�m here because the doctor told me to. I keep on hearing music in my head.

Leigh- I hear voices in my head! They�re Great!! The give me get advice and answers to tests and stuff!!



Link- could you move Leigh your giving me weird tan lines.

Leigh- (moves)

Zea- how long did it take you to get here?

Rick- HOURS!!



Link- it wouldn�t have taken as long if we didn�t stop for KARAOKE!! (mad)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rick- Don�t wanna be&.AALLLLLLLL BYYYY MYYSEEEELLLLLLLLLFFFFFFFF (singing really badly)



-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rick- HEY!! YOU TOOK A TURN TOO!!!

Link- But NOT 27!!!

Zea- (thinking: I wish Rick would do 27 turns of karaoke with me. It would be ssooo romantic!!)



One awkward silence later

Turbo- you guys want to hear a story?

Rick- ok



Link- why not.

Zea- sure.

Leigh- YAY!! STORY TIME!!!

1 explanation later



Turbo- and that�s how we got here.

Leigh- READ IT AGAIN!!!

Link- so..wait..your tv broke so-

Leigh- NO!! SHE BROKE THE TV!! (points to zea) YOU TV BREAKER!!!



Link-ok&so as I was saying your TV broke so you-

Leigh- NO SHE-

Link- SHUT UP!! I�M TALKING!!! (yells)

Leigh- =(



Link- so your TV broke so you decided to steal a TV that was also broken.

Zea- that�s what happened.

Rick- where is that elevator anyway?

Turbo- it over there.



Walking to the elevator later

Zea- what should we do?

Turbo- let�s let our readers decide!

Choice 1: press 15



Choice 2: press 9

Choice 3: press them both.



That 1 person got sad twice. Poor person. Anywho& you get to decide. What will you choose? Pick on
already!! Now damn it!!



5 - all my ideas

Scary door by phantom42 narrator Ben

Previsiosly on stargate sg1&.i mean scary door you actually got to vote. And you voted for something I
forgot&

Rick- I think we should press 15.

Turbo- no, we should press 9.

Rick- 15

Turbo- 9.

Rick- 15

Turbo- 9

20 minutes later

Rick- 15!!

Turbo- 9!!!

Rick- 15!!!

Turbo- 9!!!

Rick- (does a matrix dive and roll and presses 15) HA!!AAAHAHHAHA!! I WIN!!

Zea- my hero!!

About 6 seconds later

Turbo- (presses 9) HA!!

Leigh- YEAH, IN YOUR FACE!!! (yells at rick)

Elevator stops

Zea- what happened?

Turbo- I think the elevator stopped



Link- thanks a lot turbo!

Turbo- THAT�S NOT LINK!! WE�RE GONNA DIE!!!! (yells)

Zea- WHAT!! I�M TO PRETTY TO DIE!!

Rick- let�s just hope nobody goes insane and eats everybody!! (crazy voice)

Leigh- that would be terrible because everybody is like my best friend.

Link- yeah, I agree with Leigh. He�s a really good guy.

Zea- and it�s not nobody�s fault I mean he comes from a really bad family and hanging with the wrong
people and all..

All nod in agreement

Link- AAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH THE BEACH BOYS!!!
NNNNNNNNNNNNOOOOOOOOOOO!!! (remember he hears music in his head)

Leigh- and she�ll have fun,fun,fun till something takes someone else aaaawwwwwwaaaaaaayyyyyy!!
(sings really badly)

Rick- (puts tape over Leigh�s mouth) SHUT UP!!!&. only I may sing.

Link- HELP!! HELP US!! WE�RE STUCK IN THE ELEVATOR!!!
HHHHHHEEEEEEEEELLLLLLLLLLPPPPPPPPPP!!! (banging on the elevator door)

Zea- there�s an emergency button..

Leigh- I�d say this is an emergency.. (pushes the emergency button)

GREAT SCOTT!! No, serious where is he I haven�t seen him in a long time. (he�s no feelin� to well
�phantom) THAT�S COS HE�S DEAD!! Idiot. (that why I said he�s not feelin� to well- phantom)
ok&anyway I don�t know if you guys got the part about nobody and everybody. See..there people and
those are there names..so..does that make since ? No? who cares. And I see you used ryan�s ides. With
the beach boys people. (no, that was mine �phantom) then which was his idea? (didn�t use it �phantom)
then what�s his idea. (he didn�t have an idea �phantom) ..ok&anyway ..wow this is pretty long I must
ends it!! Ok..um well. Will nobody eat anybody? Where will they end up next? Hows the next character
going to be introduced? What song will they sing in the elevator next? Find out next chapter!



6 - finally!! new chapter!

Scary Door

Ok hi everybody&.um&I don�t remember what happen last time&.who cares.

Zea- where are we now?

Leigh- it�s boring here.

Turbo- maybe that person over there knows. (walks up to some lady) um..where are we?

Lady- your at the hospital, now take a number.

Turbo- why am I at the hospital?!? (surprised)

Lady- I�m not the doctor now take a number.

Turbo- WHAT�S WRONG WITH ME, DAMN IT!!! (yells)

Lady- JUST TAKE A frackING NUMBER!!!!

Turbo-&..fine, I�ll take one of your numbers (says with hateful voice and takes a number)

Zea- so..

Leigh- where are we?

Turbo- oh, no where special, the hospital.

Link- A HOSPITAL!!THEE HOSPITAL!!

Turbo- yeah, why you a fan?

Link- no, I�m a fan of the hospiteeeeeeeeeeeelllllllllllllinoes (possible it may be a real band?) but here I
can get my brain checked to see what�s wrong with me.

Leigh- do I have to get my brain check too?

Turbo- no, your fine.

Leigh- yay! I get to keep my friends!!

Lady- number 24 the doctor will see you now.



Zea- what number are we?

Turbo- (looks at number) nz

Zea- WHAT?!? Let me see it!! (takes number) YOU IDIOT YOU WERE HOLDING IT UPSIDE DOWN!!!

Turbo- I know.

Lady- I�m not going to ask again!! Get your @$$ up here or 23 is going in front of you!!

Some very sick looking children now have hope in there eyes to get better and walk again.

Leigh- NO!!! WE�RE 24!! (glares angrily at the poor sick little children) WE�RE AHEAD OF YOU!! (yells
at them)

Little children start to cry because they relies they will never get better and die&also no one likes them.
So,HAHA!!

Lady- room B22

Outside room B22

Zea- (reads sign outloud) Dagger�s office.

Rick- cool! We get offices now!! Man, this place has really changed since I was here.

Link- what where you here for?

Rick- well, I don�t wanna brag or anything but& a sex injury.

Leigh and Zea- We wanna hear!!!

Link- Did you almost die?!

Turbo- is she still alive!??

Rick- Well, it was more of a &rape injury actually..

Zea- (slaps rick)

Rick- what was that for?!

Zea- FOR NOT RAPING ME U SON OF A dog!!!

Rick- I TRIED!!!YOU SHOVED PEPPER SPRAT DOWN MY THROT AND HALF WAY KILLED ME AND
SENT ME TO JAIL!!



Zea-&.oh&.y didn�t u tell me that was you?

Rick- I did when I got out of jail! Then you just told me I have to ask before I rape some one.

Link- that works?!

Rick- You�d be surprised. They either say yeah or they run screaming and throw there purse at you.

Leigh- is that why you keep giving me purses for my birthday.

Rick- yeah.

Link- where�s the door knob?

Zea- (looks around) there (points to the top of the door)

Rick- why the hell is it up there?!

(all open door and walk in)

Dagger- aw, yes,yes, come in with out knocking. (I hate people like that don�t u)

Everyone-&..k

Dagger- (walks over to Zea and feels here forehead) MY GOD!!!

Zea- what?! WHAT!?!

Dagger- nothing much you just have a few hours to live.

Zea- you say that like you don�t care. (hurt) =(

Dagger-I�m not saying I don�t care. Who�s asking? You? Well, then I don�t care.

Zea- =(

Dagger- is that? Ok, know get out of my office.

Link- um..i�m actally the one who needs help.

Dagger- ok, fine take a seat.

Link- I hear music in my head

Dagger- really?! Wow you�re a freak!



Link- yeah I know&and your breath is unnaturally fresh

Dagger- I accidentally took a swing of mouthwash instead of tequila this morning

Link- so&.

Dagger- I�m sending you to my twin brother. Who�s office is very similar to mine. It�s room B22. also he
has the same name.

Link- Cool, ok guys lets go.

Everyone leaves

Turbo- wow, this hallway is very similar!

Zea- so, we�re looking for B22

Leigh- look there it is!!

Rick- wow, these doors are very popular

(again enter with out knocking)

turbo- wow he was right these offices are very similar!!

Dagger- (drawing a moustache on a self portrait of himself) hello I�m dagger�s twin brother with the same
name.

Link- hi I�m link.

Dagger- yes&.but I�m more important!!

Link-of course you�re a doctor!!

Dagger- anyway&why are you here in ohio again?

Rick- I TOLD YOU ALREADY I�M NOT GOING TO GO TO OHIO AGAIN, LINK!! (yells)

Zea- O.o

Leigh- O.o

Rick- when your with him you have to say that a lot&it be comes a bad habit after the 43 time.

Dagger- anyway&what�s the matter with uno?

Link-no, I�m link.



Dagger- (thinking: why did he change his name? Or is he just saying that? Wait&uno&u-n-o and uno
was his name-o!! now let�s speak Spanish-o I-o am-o named-o dagger-o why-o &.um-o&I forgot
anyway..why is uno staring at me?,,,hmmm-o)

Link- HEY!! (yells)

Dagger- yeah? What is it, uno?

Link- it�s link. And do you even want to know why I�m here?

Turbo- anyone want to know why I�m here?

Everyone- NO!!

Turbo- =(

Dagger- yes, why are you here,uno?

Link- one, my name is not uno it�s link!! Two, I�m here it�s because I hear music in my head!!

Dagger-hmm.. I guess you need a operation.

Link-in my&head?

Dagger- no,no silly uno in your belly!

Link- one, MY NAME IS NOT UNO!! Two that doesn�t even make sense!

Dagger- then uno, I guess you�ll live a crappy life where you�ll have to listen to crappy music all the time
and no women will find you attractive. Ecept this one who you find out is cheating on you and stealing
your cars and you get so depressed so you kill your self. And then in the future these aliens will bring
you back to life and take you back to there home planet and use you for breeding. Then after 3 days
they�ll kill you and do the exact same thing again in 3 years.

Link- &hmm& that doesn�t sound that bad.

Dagger- did I mention the aliens are amys? I�m pretty sure I did.

Link- (girly scream and then breaks to tears)

Leigh- Wow! You must see the future!!

Dagger- no,I mean yeah, I mean yeah.

Leigh- what will I be?



Dagger- the first woman president.

Leigh- man, that sucks&well at least I can make it awesome for the people in&Greenland

Link- ok&I�ll go through with the operation

Dagger-yes,execlent&MuHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAAAAAAAAHAHAHAHAHASHAH
MUHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA AAAAAAAAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
HHHAAAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!! Oh god I am sssoo funny!!

Ok. Let clear up a few things the lady at the hospital is actually real. (she is �phantom)
Me and ash were annoying he all she said was take a number. (except she was at k mart �phantom)
yeah anywho�s let�s see what stuffs mine, shall we? Dagger�s thoughts the name uno and dagger�s
explanation of what will happen to link if he doesn�t go through with the operation.



7 - don't you hate these?

Scary Door by phantom42 narrator Ben

Yeah, some weird stuff happened last time&.anyway you probably heard ash or as you call her here
phantom was going to Chicago but long story short she got in a fight broke that persons arm and now
she can�t go. (what can I say she was annoying �phantom) she is I�ve met her once her happiness-y-o
makes me angry. ok now you get to read a story! Greats of goodness goodey-o for you.

Dagger- you have about 20 minutes of freedom. MUHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!
MMMMMMMUUUHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!! AAAAAAAAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!
MUHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!! MUHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!! MMUUUUUHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHA!!
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!! HHHHAAA!
SSSSSSSAAAAAAAAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!! MUHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!
HHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU
UUUUUUUUUUUUUHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHQAHHAHAH
AHAH!!HA!! HA! HA!! MUHAHAHAHAH!!MMMUUUHAHAHHAHHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH!!
AAAHHAHAHAHA!! &.hahahah&.HA!!&HAHAHA!! ha&..i am ssooo funny.

Leigh- don�t worry link you�ll be fine. But just incase let�s remember the good times.
Like how we met!

Leigh- (sitting on a fence)

Link- hey Leigh.

Leigh- HOLY CRAP THAT COW JUST TALKED!!!

Link- no, you idiot it�s me! Link!

Leigh- YOU�RE A COW?!? NO, THIS COW ATE YOU?!? NO,NO WAIT THE COW�S NOT YOU BUT
ISN�T YOU BUT IT IS!!! OMG!!

Link- Look, behind you!

Leigh- (looks behind her) oh, hey link! Look at that cow!! Cluck cluck cluck!! ^^

Link- >.<

Leigh- hey wait, do cows cluck cluck cluck?!



Link- no leigh.

Leigh- HOLY CRAP!! COW YOU CAN TALK?!?!

Link- that�s not how we met.

Leigh- I can dream can�t I!!

Rick- cows can to cluck cluck cluck!!

Turbo- no they can�t!

Rick- yeah they can! I�ve seen them!!

Leigh- who cares after this we can all go on a BIG vacation! And get those cool alcoholic drinks with the 
umbrellas so just incase it rains the alcohol won�t thin out!!

Rick- hey do you remember that one time&

The godfather- earl take the kid and get the goods!

They seal some stuff and get away on horse back while people are shooting at them!!

The godfather- lenny you and the boys (and girls! The can rob stuff too!) get the heavy stuff!

Lenny and the boys (and girls ages 7-9 results may vary) run off with a safe and a building blows up and
they all get away in a old car with hillbilly music plays as they drive over the hills.

Link- >.< (thinking: where the hell did I meet these people again?!)

Rick- ^^ (thinking:I forgot where I left my favorite pair a pants. Wait doesn�t pair mean two? Cool I have
two pairs of pants now!! Oh, wait no I have&1..2..3..4! 4 pairs of pants now!! Wait, no I have&LOTS of
favorite pants now! ^^ oh, wait&how much is that now?!? I�ll start over.1,2,3,4,5,6)

Turbo- (thinking: I can�t wait till no pants day. These things are ssoo uncomfortable!! Why the hell do we
have to wear them anyway?! And why the hell am I on the godamn planet anyway!?!?! PLEASE TELL
ME!!)

Leigh- (thinking: wow another awkward silence no one can stop all thanks to Rick. I hate these things!
No way to break them! Oh well&um I guess I�ll sing!!)

Zea- (thinking: wow, rick�s in really deep thought wonder what the hell he�s thing about&probably
sex&maybe with..*gasp* ME!! Or&.maybe something about how he�s not wearing underwear and hoping



no one notices&.hmmm)

Rick- (thinking: 1567,1568,1569,1570,1571,1572,1572,1573,1574,1575,1576,1578,1579,1580,1581,158
2,1583,1584,1585,1586,1587,1588,1589,1590, OMG!! I buy a lot of paints I mean pants! To bad I forgot
where they are. Well I�ll probably find one of them If I look hard enough. Now just think I�ll never run out
of pants! And then when I grow out of them I�ll have to get rid of&1,2,3,4,5,6,7)

Link- (thinking: and she�ll have fun,fun,fun till her daddy takes the T bird awwaayy *sing it * my god I
need that operation now!!)

Leigh- (thinking: words like violence, Break the s Come crashing in
In to my little world Painful to me Pierce right through me Can�t you understand oh, my little girl *sing it *)

Zea- (thinking: I think leigh is head singing again. I know cause she mouths the words. Wonder what�s
she�s sing. Sometimes I wish I could read minds, that would be awesome!)

Turbo- (thinking: you know what I really want a peter grimm hat before I leave this earth. I don�t mean
die. I mean when I leave and blow up earth. I hope no one finds my dairy and reads it! Man, that would
be bad. I also hope no one notices that I�m not wearing any underwear!)

Leigh- (thinking: all I wanted all I needed is here in my arms words are very unnecessary the can only do
harm *singing *)

Link- (thinking: oh thank god it looks like turbo�s going to say something!!)

Zea- (thinking: yeah I found turbo�s diary once. He talked about how he hates us and is going to destroy
the world!! I know!! He has a diary! Hehe he�s such a girl)

Link- (thinking: you know what once turbo finishes what he�s going to say I�m going to laugh even
though it�s not funny. I have to get rid of this guilt some how!)

Turbo- hey rick where did you get the godfather thing at?

Rick- 123,856,958,457,524,854,128

Turbo- O.o what?

Rick- oh, nothing it was just something I had in my head. And yeah it was like in a movie or
something&but you know what was funny& they where all SHEEP!!! (lol)

Then out of the blue no where didn�t see it coming link laugh hysterically for 5 minutes with out taking a
breath!! I know!! Omg!!

Link- (on the ground trying to catch his breath but still slightly laughing.

Leigh- &..that was funny ^^



Nurse- are you ready for your operation now?

Link- oh god yes!! (runs in the room)

Leigh- OMG GUYS!! You, you know link?!?

Zea- yeah we all know him. Why?

Leigh- well he�s operation is going to be tense like the Monday night football helmets crashing together.

Turbo-&

Rick-&.

Zea-&.

Leigh- what don�t like football?

Zea- do you think link�s going to be ok?

Turbo- eh, let�s watch football

Rick- (humming the Monday night football theme)

Yeah don�t you guys hate it when your stuck in an awkward silence? Anyway did you read when that
guy said he was going to laugh even though it�s not funny and to get rid of the guilt. Well, now I�m
curious. Hmm..what could it be? Any ideas? Anyone?



8 - NOT FOR NORMAL!

Scary Door: Journey to Mighty�s Room

Yeah, Ash or you guys call her phantom42 is trying this new thing so&.my name�s not at the top
anymore. Isn�t that sad? HA! Not really let�s find out who�s going to die? Shall we?

WARNING!!!! WEIRD CHAPTER!!!

WARNING WEIRD CHAPTER!!!!



YOUR GETTING CLOSER!!!!

LAST WARNING!!!



WEIRD CHAPTER!!!



NORMAL PEOPLE LOOK AWAY!!!

3!!!



2!!!

1!!!



Link- (laying on table) shouldn�t there be a diploma around here? (looking around)

Nurse- here you are doctor. (hands dagger one of those little knifes doctors use)

Dagger- screw this knife!! (throws it aside and pulls out a 2 feet long machete)

Link- O.O you�re n-not g-going t-t-t-to use t-that a-are y-you?! *omg!! Scared *

Dagger- (looks at 2 feet long machete) yeah, you�re probably right.

Link- *sigh of relief *

Dagger- *throws 2 feet long machete aside and pulls out sword *

Link- O.O *faints *

All of them watching football

Rick- well played

Turbo- well thrown

Leigh- well well

Zea- ..this is boring!

Guy next to them- *eats some popcorn and begins to choke and then dies *

Dagger- *cuts link open * oh, wow&.

Nurse- what is it doctor?

Dagger- it�s just that this must have been the best cut I have ever made!

Nurse- yes, it�s very impressive doctor

Dagger- I�ll say! I mean it�s cut all straight and blood�s not all over the place!

Nurse- doctor?

Dagger- yes? *still Very impressed with the cut *

Nurse- shouldn�t we operate now?



Dagger- what?&.oh yes, yes of course&..it�s still a very nice cut though&probably the best one in the
world!! We should really take a picture&I mean I could be famous for this-

Nurse- DOCTOR!!!

Dagger- WHAT?!&.I�m busy doing an operation if ya don�t mind!!

Nurse- T.T

Dagger- *opens the very nice cut up * oh&.well there�s the problem. &.WAKE UP!!! *slaps link *

Link- *wakes up *

Dagger- there�s your problem.

Shroke- (with his head poking out of link�s body) Hi!!! =D peace everyone&.peace.

Link- *screams *

Dagger- now, Woodstock (the bird�s name from Charlie brown) you have to come out of Asskids
(pronounce @$$-kids) body!!

Link- WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON?!?!

Dagger- Mr. Asskids I have everything under control!

Link- MY NAMES NOT ASSKINDS!!!

Dagger- Calm Down!! You Don�t even know your own name!!&AND YOUR NOT SAYING IT RIGHT
EITHER!! YOUR NAMES ASSKIDS NOT!!!  ASSKINDS!!!

Shroke- stop crash�n my style! I�m dancing to the funk hunk called beach boys, britny spears, Michele
Jackson, and other annoying people that rape little boys AND PARIS HILTON CD!!!!

Link- YOU!! YOU CAUSED ME TO GO INSANE!!! YOU�RE THE ONE PLAYING THE CRAPPY MUSIC
IN MY HEAD!!

Shroke- sure!! You can join the party! The water�s delicious =D!!

Dagger- SERCURITY!!!

Security- WHAT?!

Dagger- YOU�VE BEEN SUMMONDED!!

Security- (23 guards come in and jump into link�s body)



Link- HOLY CAR CRASH THAT INVOLVES THAT KOOL-AID GUY FOR SOME REASON!!!

Dagger- DAMN YOU KOOL-AID!! YOU KILLED MY TWIN!!! DAMN HIM TO HELL!! DAMN YOU ALL!!!

(a whole bunch of hippies, police, Kevin federline fans, boxes, price bricks, 3 lamps, sally ragdoll, a dog,
books on history and how to make the best cookies ever, AND!! GIANT ALCHOHIC UMBRELLAS (get
it?), jump out of link. (also shroke))

shroke- aww&my party&. (poor shroke)

everyone- (watching tv)

Paris Hilton- *falls out of a chair and dies *

Link- hey guys.

Shroke- I really love balloons ^^

Turbo- where did he come from?

Link- I don�t wanna say& -.-

LET�S VOTE!!

Press 92
Press 22
Press: B-1001
Press- B-1007

Dagger- success!! DRINKS FOR THE DIESEASED!!

(All sick people look up.)

Dagger- er&I mean.. DRINKS FOR THE WHORES!!



(nurses all get drinks&and you were there too!)

Yeah, I gave this to 7 other people to read. It freaked them out. Ash has a twisted mind.

Anywhat.. no one died. What the hell!! Someone should have died!

FIND YOUR NAME!!

Written by- phantom42

Narrator- Ben



Link and Turbo belong to link_the_hedgehog_magician

Shroke belongs to mattkur

Leigh belongs to cowgirl10

Zea and rick belong to sky_lord



9 - no narrator

Scary Door: entering mighty�s room by phantom42

Rick- and we all shine ooonn like the moon stars and the sun (singing really loud and badly)

Shroke- for the love a food. SHUT UP!!!!

Zea- hey we�re here!

Leigh- oh-no

Zea- great -.-

Stroke- *girly horrified scream *

Rick- Alright!! Hookers!

=didn�t see that coming did you?=

Link- YEAH!!

Turbo- does anyone have change for $20?

Stroke- *begins to cry and runs out screaming *

Zea- that�s not good.

Leigh- I hope you guys can act like adults!!

Zea- seriously we need to find stroke! This is not the time for you guys to have fun! Who knows what
stroke could be going through right now. Probably something horrible!! *looks around * guys? GUYS!!

Leigh- they left.

Zea- WHY DIDN�T YOU STOP THEM!!



Leigh- STOP YELLING AT ME!! *crying *

Zea- what are we gonna do?

Leigh- we should leave without them!

Zea- what about stroke?

Leigh- yeah, we can�t leave cute little stroke behind!

Zea- I�ll stay here in case the guys come back. And you�ll go out and find them!

Leigh- ok! Wait? Why do I have to go?

Zea- because, I have to re-paint my nails!

Leigh- T.T

hooker1: aww, he�s so cute!

Hooker2: so adorable!

Vile- SHUT THE HELL UP!! I JUST WANT TO BUY YOUR BODY FOR PERSONAL NEEDS!!!

Hooker3: you know what he�d look good in?

Hooker1: what?

Hooker3: This hat! *pulls out a big ol dr.suess hat *

All hookers: awww

Vile- SHUT UP HOES!! I JUST WANT SO frackING SEX!!

Turbo- what are we looking at?

Hooker1: isn�t he cute?

Turbo- yeah, you are pretty cute (trying to control laughter)



Vile- SHUT UP!!

Everyone- aawwww, temper temper&

Hooker4: I like a guy who�s tough. Ya know?

Hooker5: I know what you mean. I would have sex with the next guy here who starts a fight!

Hooker4: yeah, me too!

Rick- excuse me, me and my friend (link) couldn�t help but over hearing. So if we started to fight for no
apparent reason, You�ll have free sex with us! No questions asked?

Hooker4: ofcourse!

Hooker5: duh!!

Hooker6: are you lost Hun?!

Stroke- NO!! GET AWAY!! *screams and shaking terrible *

Hooker6: calm down honey!

Stroke- * spots turbo making out with a hooker then starts to jump around and throwing �I�m a Conan
cost-cutter� buttons at him *

Hooker- * starts to freak out and runs and hides *

Turbo- STROKE!! YOU SON OF A dog!! YOU UPSET THE HOOKER! NOW WHO AM I SUPPOSE TO
HAVE SEX WITH!!! (pissed off)

Stroke- *runs away crying *

Leigh- TURBO!!

Turbo- uh-oh.



Leigh- GET BACK TO THE ELEVATOR NOW!!!

Turbo- I don�t think so! You see I�m having a gr-

Leigh- *pulls turbo by the ear *

Turbo- ow! Holy crap! That hurts! *crying a little *

Leigh- *pushes turbo in the elevator * make sure he doesn�t leave!

Zea- ok!

Turbo- God! What the hell is the matter with you guys?!!

Zea- it�s a girl thing, you wouldn�t understand.

Turbo- Try me!

Zea- *sigh * ok, you better get comfortable, it�s gonna be a LONG talk.

Link- *making out with hooker *

Rick- *making out with hooker *

Leigh- LINK!! YOU JERK!! YOU GAVE MY SISTER WORMS!!!

Link- THAT WAS YOUR SISTER?! *shocked *

Hooker- *get off link and leaves *

Leigh- hey can I borrow that hat?

Vile- Sure sexy thang. How bout a little kiss first?

Leigh- thanks *puts on hat * I just wanted to try it on! ^^

Vile- I�LL PAY YOU!! PLEASE!!

Turbo-&..

Zea- understand?



Turbo- no

Zea- *sigh * I knew you wouldn�t

Leigh- RICK!! YOU BASTURD!! YOU GAVE ME A MUSIC BOX THAT WOULDN�T PLAY ANY MUSIC!!

Rick- huh?

Hooker- *gasp * *slaps Rick and leaves *

Rick- ow..

Leigh- ^^

Rick- that was a DVD player.

Leigh- it was?!

Rick- yes!

Leigh- YOU BASTURD!!

Rick- -.-

Leigh- now, BACK TO THE ELEVATOR BEFORE I KICK BOTH OF YOUR ASSES!!

Rick and link- y-yes Leigh! *runs to elevator before they get there asses kicked *

Vile- (thinking: why the hell am I still standing here?)

Leigh- YOU TOO!!

Vile- but-

Leigh- I DON�T CARE!! JUST GET IN THE frackING ELEVATOR!!!! NOW YOU SON OF A dog!!! NOW!!
*screaming *

Vile- y-yy-y-ye-ess (scared out of his mind) *runs to elevetor *



Turbo- GUYS!! GUYS!! Look what I can so with string!! *makes a slip-knot (not the band) and slides the
string up and down to make the loop longer and shorter *

Rick- cool!

Link- I wanna learn!

Zea- (thinking: wow, teaching turbo how to make knots was a great idea! It kept him busy, I also had fun
doing his nails!)

Turbo- (thinking: I will never part with this string ^^ I also hope no one notices my nails! I do look go in
pink nail polish though!)

Vile- it�s a little crowded isn�t it?

Zea- who�s that guy?

Leigh- I don�t know, never seen him in my life!

Vile- WHAT THE HELL!! YOU THE ONE WHO YELLED AT ME TO GET IN THE ELEVATOR!!!

Leigh- no, I don�t think so.

Vile- YOU HAVE MY HAT!!

Leigh- no, no, this is my hat! I came here with it!

Rick- and stop yelling! We can hear you fine!

Vile- T.T

Leigh- aww, he�s cute! You know what he would look good in? This hat I just found! *put hat on his head
*

Vile- T.T (thinking: I do look good in this hat. Yeah! Ladies love the hat! The very sexy hat)

Zea- where�s stroke?

Then all the sudden with no warning what so ever stroke came running in and hid in the corner and
rolled in a ball and sucked his thumb



Link- heheheh, yeah I remember when I lost my innocence�s too. It was horrible!!

Rick- what did you do?

Link- nothing. I just let I scare me for life like normal kids.

Rick- what happened?

Link- oh, I don�t know I for got

Press 88

Press 21

Press 37

What? No ben? Oh, well.

Anyway if you want a secret message in this story PM me.



10 - random

Scary Door
I hear the people! And they say UNDERTITLES!!

Random random everything random random!

No narrator today, as you may or may not know my great grandpa�s in the hospital, so this will be the
only funny update for a while. Enjoy while you still can.

(elevator door opens)

Leigh- her heart is bbrreakin� in front of me she said good-bye too many times beffooorreee!!- oh, hey
look it�s open!

Link- IT�S RUSSIA!!! NNNNNNNNNNNOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!

Vile- it�s the grand canyon. -_-

Link- LIE!!! LLLIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!

Shroke- (la gasp) I�m gonna go play with that bug!! (runs off)

Turbo- (playing with string)

Rick- GOD!!! I HATE YOU TURBO AND YOUR LITTLE STRING TOO!! (takes string and throws it off
Russia, I mean the grand canyon.)

Turbo- NNNNNNOOOO!! WHY DOES EVERYONE CLOSE TO ME DIE?!!!

Link- ( slowly moves away)

Shale- I LOVE YOU ALL!!!

Shroke- BUG!!! AAHHH!! (pushes off the cliff)

Shale- AAHHH!!! AVENGE ME C3PO!!!



Zea- I hate you all!! But I love rick! Love you rick!

Rick- go to hell.

Zea- no, I�m going home to watch a new episode of deal or no deal!!

This is going to be random parts where I put shale falling through mid air

Shale- I wonder what pants taste like.

Zea- TAKE ME HOME MURRY MY FAITHFUL SIDE KICK SLASH TAXI DRIVER!!

< then out of nowhere a unicorn appears and says �im-o-a murry me�s be you taxi-s driver today-s� the
Zea climbs on his back and they fly over the rainbow together!
WWWWWWWWWWHHHHHHHHHHHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!

Link- WHY THE HELL ARE WE STILL IN RUSSIA!!!

Leigh- I hate this station O.O

Vile- IT�S NOT RUSSIA YOU DOPE!!!

Shale- (now with no pants on) that was a bad idea



Sonic- I�m going to be a hooker!! (shoots self)

Link- THE RUSSIA!! THE RUSSIA-O!!!!

Leigh- what the frack!

Shroke- I�m FFFRREEEEEEE!!! WWWWWWWHHHHHHHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!

Leigh- what the frack? O.o

Turbo- PANTS!!! MUHEHEHEHEHEHEHE!!!

Vile- when I grow up I�m going to abuse people in cracker factories!!

Turbo- my string�s dead!! (cry)

Rick- I HATE YOU!!

Charmy- I�ve been abused in a cracker factory!! (shoots shelf)

Vile- MY PUPPY!!! NNNOOOOOOO!!!

Shale- (gasp) someone�s calling me on my cell phone!

Shroke- let�s leave!

Jet- I started the bird flu!! (shoots self)

Rick- I wanna C3PO!!!

Leigh- we don�t have room!

Rick- (pushes shadow off cliff)



Shadow- DDDDDDDAAAAAAAAMMMMMMMNNNNNNNNNNNNNN!!!!

C3PO- I�m from star wars!! =D

Rick- DAMN YOU AGAIN C3PO!!! (pushes him off the cliff)

Knuckles- I�m going to die soon! =D!! (stabs self)

Shroke � I�m going to press a button!!!

Turbo- let�s all watch!!!

1: 47
2: 42
3: 55
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